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In my experience with Lenox, ArtCarved and Krementz, all 
jewelry manufacturing companies and the other wholesale 
product centric companies the 80/20 rule held true. 80% of 
sales did flow from 20% of the product line. However, of late, 
I’ve seen the exception to this rule become more prevalent 
and widespread especially in the retail jewelry business. When 
I would discuss this topic with jewelers, they would usually 
relate a story of the so called “good customer” who would 
express the concern that they would not like to see what they 
were about to purchase, which was a unique designer creation, 
appear on another member of the of their social circle’s neck, 
wrist, or finger. Such an incident would result in a serious 
breach of trust for the jeweler. And more importantly, it would 
have the effect of losing that customer for a long time if not 
forever. No jeweler would knowingly risk a good customer’s 
business knowing this. 

Somehow, owning the consequences of this theory does not 
seem to apply to diamond merchandise as much as it does to 
colored stone product or gold jewelry. I suppose it is the fact 
that there are so many “standards” in the diamond and gold 
and fewer in colored stone categories. A standard is a product 
like a diamond tennis bracelet or diamond stud earrings. 
Another factor, worthy of consideration, in this scenario is price 
point. Once a several thousand-dollar price-point is reached 
this “understanding” between retailer and the consumer 
becomes more important. Although a valid argument could 
be made that a diamond tennis bracelet selling for $5,000 is 
not so design unique as to create a problem. The same holds 
true for diamond stud earrings. 

Knowledge of and awareness of your customers is likely 
the most important key to successful relationship building. 
Insights into a client’s taste level and style preferences offers 
a jewelry retailer into the client’s personality. Keeping detailed 
and careful records will provide the clues to the customers’ 
product/design preferences. Every retailer jeweler depends 
on clients returning for that next anniversary or birthday gift 
opportunity. Observing successful jewelers navigate the 
selling process smoothly is truly a thing to behold. From the 
welcome and greeting, to the casual conversation during the 
sales process, up to and including the close of the sale, all 
have to be done naturally and easily.

This kind of selling takes time and patience. It cannot be 
rushed or hurried. And, it takes a particular level of sales skill 
to do it effectively. The Pareto Principle may have application 
to different segments of your business as illustrated above 
with diamond tennis bracelets. diamond stud earrings, and 
standard gold jewelry. 

Your mission is to find out where it is applicable and where it 
will work to help build your business and where it will not.

THE PARETO PRINCIPLE REVISITED 

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

By Frank Dallahan

20%  
of product

80%  
of your business

20%  
of sales team

80%  
of sales

Readers of The Retail Jeweler may recall references in past issues and articles to the principle 
of the 80/20 rule, also known as the Pareto Principle. This principle holds, for example, that 
80% of sales will flow from 20% of the product. If you are a retail jeweler, 80% of your 
business will be written by 20% of your sales team. The Pareto Principle was named 
after the esteemed Italian economist, Vilfredo Pareto, who originally observed, 
80% of the land in Italy was owned by 20% of the population. In fact, in this 
issue an article by David Brown of The Edge, once again reiterates the 
principle behind the 80/20 rule. Over time, this principle has become an 
axion of contemporary business management theory and practice. 
However, unlike other principles, the Pareto Principle is merely 
an observation. My purpose in this article is to observe 
that retail jewelry may not be as a likely follower to the 
Principle as Mr. Pareto originally thought.
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By Bill Boyajian

As the owner of a small or medium-sized business, your primary 
responsibility is not just to lead but also to develop new leaders 
so effectively that it makes your role less essential. This goes 
against the grain of almost everything an owner-entrepreneur 
has worked so hard to attain. It’s a paradox that the goal is to 
become less important and less indispensable over time.

As hard as this may be to accept, eventually we have to. You’re 
going to exit the business one way or the other, so it is vital 
that you contemplate the inevitable and spend time planning 
for a comfortable and well-deserved retirement.

Additionally, whether we want to admit it or not, as we get into 
our 60s and especially our 70s, we slow down, lack the patience 
and energy we once had, and are well past our physical prime. 
As much as we might not want to admit it, we are no longer 
at our best operationally, nor do we necessarily want to be 
burdened with the daily stress that we once managed so easily.
But that doesn’t mean you should check out completely or not 
be available for advice and opinions when asked by the next 
generation. In fact, your years of experience and sage counsel 
will likely be more valued and appreciated when you distance 
yourself from the business, but still make yourself available for 
advice when requested. I emphasize when requested. There’s 
a right time and a wrong time to inject your opinions. The right 
time is the only time, and that’s when requested.

So to take your business to the next level, you need leaders 
who can help you get there. The real proof of your leadership 
will not come from your ability to build a business. It will 
come from your ability to secure the long-term viability of the 
business by developing the leadership skills of your successor 
candidate and by planning for succession effectively.

The best owners ensure the success of the transition process 
by managing their own egos and stepping aside gracefully. 
But other owners jeopardize good succession by undermining 
the leadership of their successors--going deep into areas of 
minutia where they don’t belong--after the business transition 
has supposedly taken place.

If you are passing your business on to your son or daughter or 
another relative, it is likely they have talents and skills different 
from yours, and perhaps a style of leadership that doesn’t 
mirror yours. There is no one best way to lead, so an outgoing 
owner must not assume that their way is the best way. Great 
owners pass on the ability to lead, not the way to lead.

Successors succeed or fail based on their experience and 
abilities. I have yet to see a successor who was truly ready to 
take over fail in their new role. So as an outgoing owner, you 
need to be patient and give your successor some time to settle 
into their new leadership position. Your successor will certainly 
make mistakes. So did you. That’s how we learn. Your job is 
to be available to encourage and assist your successor with 
advice when called upon. By moving into a compassionate 
supporting role, you will be in the best position to help prevent 
any major mistakes and support new winning endeavors.

Mature owners understand and appreciate the role they have 
played in contributing to the family enterprise, and have the 
courage and willingness to rest on those accomplishments. 
Learning to celebrate your own achievements and to savor the 
anticipated vision and goals of your successor is a tangible and 
laudable objective. 

EMBRACING 
THE SUCCESSION- 
PLANNING PROCESS

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the 
Gemological Institute of America, and is 
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian 
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for 
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and 
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership, 
business, and organizational development, 
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is 
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader 

– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach 
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

Planning succession is not the end of your 
responsibilities as an owner. It’s more like the 
beginning of the end. The ultimate test of your 
leadership and your stewardship will be your 
ability to plan and execute a successful  
business transition. 
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The list of corporations that have fallen victim to 
cyber-attacks continues to grow. The magnitude 
of the crimes committed continues to escalate as 
well. A research report* from Ponemon Institute 
and IBM indicates that the average total cost of 
a data breach in 2020 was $3.8 million with the 
average time to identify and contain a breach at 
280 days. 

You’re probably thinking the only organizations 
getting breached are worth billions of dollars 
and have just as many records. It would never 
cost my business that much—plus, we’d never 
be targeted by a hacker anyway.

Unfortunately, according to the Ponemon study, 
you are more likely to experience a data breach 
of at least 10,000 records (27.9%) than you are 
to catch the flu (5-20 %, according to WebMD). 

Sophisticated hacking techniques aren’t the only 
method to qualify as a true “data breach.” Any 
event where personal or confidential information 
is lost or stolen can fit the definition. This includes 
human error, which by the way, is not limited to 
the mistreatment of electronic data. If paper files 
are stolen that contain sensitive information, that 
also constitutes a data breach.

There’s really no way around it. If you’re in 
business, you’re exposed to data. If you’re 
exposed to data, you’re at risk for it to be stolen 
or lost. To properly protect your business, the 
cost of that risk needs to be addressed. Here 
are some questions to ask yourself, which will 
ultimately influence four areas of costs specific 
to a data breach.

By Larry Spicer

CAN COST YOUR JEWELRY 
BUSINESS MILLIONS

Here’s What You Need to Know

A DATA BREACH

How many records were exposed?
Obviously, this depends on the size of your business 
and the type of breach that occurs, but it will be the 
primary driver of the costs. 

Let’s say the average jeweler gets five new customers 
a day and has that information over a five-year span. 

That comes out to 9,125 records, which is near the amount mentioned above. 
Because your business would also be responsible for those five years’ worth 
of employees, contractors, and other business relationships, assume that 
more than your estimate has been compromised. Mounting costs will be less 
surprising if you err on the side of caution.
 

What type of data was exposed?
This breaks down to three possibilities: PHI, PCI, and 
PII. 

PHI stands for “Personal Health Information.” It 
doesn’t really apply to a jewelry business (however, it’s 

important to be mindful of any employee data that falls under this category). 

PCI is short for “Payment Card Information.” The Payment Card Industry 
Security Standard Council created the PCI Data Security Standard to securely 
manage data involved in financial transactions. However, since businesses 
run on the cash that they bring in from their customers, many organizations 
are concerned with more than just a place to charge the bill. They want 
to know their customers more intimately, so they become loyal and make 
repeat purchases. This is where PII comes in.

Personal Identifiable Information (PII) includes PCI elements such as credit 
card information, but also includes literally everything else. Name, email, 
bank account; you name it, PII covers it – even health records. PII breaches 
are the most costly because they reveal so much and are able to connect an 
individual to data points such as credit card numbers. While a stolen card 
number is bad enough, it’s even worse when a criminal knows everything 
else, as identity theft is now a real issue.
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Was this the first breach at your organization?
If you have had a data breach in the past, the fines and 
penalties associated with subsequent breaches may rise and 
create additional costs. The punitive damages are aimed 
at encouraging organizations to bolster their data security 
practices to avoid having a breach occur again. 

Did you store your data in a centralized 
system or location?
Storing your data in a centralized location is not just a good 
business management practice, but it will also save you time 
and money in the event of a data breach. Data stored in 
multiple places makes it more difficult to determine the source 
and scope of the breach.

Do you suspect fraudulent activity?
Any suspicion for fraudulent activity 
in regard to improperly using your 
data after the breach has occurred will 
eventually lead to higher costs for your 
business, as more legal action will be 
required. Additional investigation may 
also be needed to determine the motive 

behind the fraud and what the criminals were trying to do – or 
could have done – with the data.

Could a class action lawsuit to be filed?
Once again assuming that the worst-
case scenario has happened and all of 
your data has been compromised, a class 
action lawsuit seems likely. In the event 
that one is filed, this has the potential to 
be the most costly part of the breach. In 
a day-and-age of plaintiff-sympathetic 

jurisdiction towards these types of crimes, it’s not unreasonable 
that your business will be found liable rather quickly.

The overall costs of a data breach can fluctuate dramatically 
depending on how you answered the previous questions. In 
general, these four costs will give you an estimate of the total 
outcome.

  1. Incident investigation

Remediating your security and being compliant with the electronic 
discovery process will create the bulk of these costs, but you’ll 
also be liable for a forensic investigation. Also, to comply with 
state and federal laws, you’ll need legal guidance to navigate 
through the process, regardless if a lawsuit is filed or pending. 

  2. Crisis management and customer notification

You’ll need to notify your customers of the breach and monitor 
their credit and ID. Additionally, to protect your brand, it’s 
strongly recommended that you ramp up your public relations 
and customer care efforts. This includes staffing a call center, 
responding to email inquiries, and analyzing how your future 
marketing strategies will manage this negative incident.

 3. Regulatory fines and penalties

Both state and federal punitive damages vary based upon the 
circumstances of your breach, but either way, you will most 
likely be held liable in some way. If your business has been 
breached in the past, these fines and penalties could increase 
significantly.

4.  4. Legal defense 

Has defending a lawsuit ever been viewed as affordable? 
While a good lawyer is important to have in these situations, 
it’s critical to remember that this won’t just be a flat fee whether 
you’ve had 100 or 100,000 records compromised. The cost of 
the defense will rise as the number of breached records rises, 
since it will require more resources to defend the extra records. 
Protecting Your Business Starts Here

As technology changes every day, your data management 
practices alone may not be enough to keep your business 
out of harm’s way. Visit JewelersMutual.com or call us at 800-
336-5642 ext. 2118 to find out how an insurance policy from 
Jewelers Mutual Group provides protection against cyber risks.

*Cost of a Data Breach Study. https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach

Larry Spicer 

Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk 
Management Services, Jewelers Mutual® Group
Larry Spicer joined the leadership team of 
Jewelers Mutual Group as the vice president of 
Loss Prevention and Risk Management Services 
in 2019. Larry has over 20 years’ experience as 
a security professional, having held leadership 
positions at Aurora Healthcare, Home Depot, and 
Kohl’s. Most recently he was the Director, Public 
Safety at Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee,

WI, responsible for the development and implementation of security 
strategies and procedures to safeguard over 70,000 team members. 
Larry maintains Jewelers Mutual’s high level of loss prevention excellence 
and puts commercial lines policyholders first. 

CAN COST YOUR JEWELRY BUSINESS MILLIONSA DATA BREACH





Born between 1946 and 1964, Baby Boomers are spending 
heavyweights due to their population, higher incomes, and 
large family sizes. 

They are receptive to direct marketing/sales tactics. They like 
to talk to real people. Boomers have the highest value as 

consumers in the market today! They spend the most money 
on each shopping trip, and as they reach retirement age, they 
are more likely to splurge on items that aren’t on the grocery 
list. They spend the most across all categories and the most 
per transaction, preferring premium brands and stores. But 
they also have the tendency to spend more than they save.

By Gloria Maccaroni 

Create a unique gallery of jewelry to appeal to your TARGET customer.

“Curate” is one of the buzz words that you hear often today – from a curated menu to content curation – 
A curator is a subject-matter expert who is skilled in:

Does this sound like you? 

As you curate your merchandise selections for 
the coming season you will be doing so with 
your target customers in mind. Outlined here are 
some ways to effectively reach each generational 
consumer group as well as suggestions on sterling 
silver collections that are most appealing to each. 

Which generations respond best to telephone 
calls, who is most likely to shop in-store, who is 
motivated by price or gets hooked because a brand 
is endorsed by a celebrity? Read on ……

There are five generations currently identified in the 
United States:

CURATE 
FOR YOUR 
CUSTOMER 

Searching Collecting Organizing

Adding value, perspective,  
commentary, critique 

Presenting/publicly sharing the best resources/artifacts on a 
specific theme /topic /issue /event for a specific audience.”

• Gen Z or Centennials: Born 1996 – mid 2000’s

• Millennials or Gen Y: Born 1977 – 1995

• Generation X: Born 1965 – 1976

• Baby Boomers: Born 1946 – 1964

•  Traditionalists or Silent Generation: Born 1945 
and before

WHAT ARE THE GENERATIONS?

20 | The Jewelry Business Magazine

  Curate “Classics” to offer to Baby Boomers
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BABY BOOMERS
Annual Spend: $548.1 billion
Social media channel of choice: Facebook
Most responsive to: Traditional Advertising

Key Characteristics:
• Holds customer service above all other factors
•  Unlikely to test new products/maintains 

brand loyalty
•  Highest percentage to prefer in-store 

shopping
• Prefers to purchase locally rather than online
•  Prefers simplicity and easy to understand 

content

1. Take Advantage of Brand Loyalty
If you empathize that your store offers quality brands and reputable service this 
customer would most likely be interested in styles that are considered “classic” 
for an indefinite amount of time.

2. Go for the Up-Sell
A great way to capitalize on the extra cash Baby Boomers are dishing out is to 
utilize up-selling. Upselling can also help build better relationships with your 
customers; it’s also much easier to upsell than to generate a net-new sale! 

3. If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It
This generation is the most susceptible to traditional marketing and sales 
tactics. Boomers tend to want to talk to a real person before they make a 
purchase. Marketing tactics seen as intrusive on their personal lives are not 
welcomed, but traditional television and newspaper ads are okay! 

Keith Jack designs are strengthened by his 
ability to blend ancient Celtic symbolism with 
contemporary style and elegance.

Sterling silver & 22k gold gilded necklace. 
MSRP $230 keithjackjewelry.com 604.971.4367

There is a huge opportunity to grab those extra dollars that Boomers are 
dishing out! Boomers are more likely going to be okay with splurging on 
themselves in retirement.

Hope Faith Miracles Where there is Hope,  
there is Faith. Where there is Faith ,Miracles happen.

Sterling pierced filigree cuff MSRP $179  
hopefaithmiracles.com 843.298.0764 

Strong Silver Collections that appeal to Baby Boomers for their years of providing classic timeless styling. 

Frederic Duclos 

Creating award winning  
silver designs since 1984. 

Sterling link bracelet  
MSRP $249 

fredericduclos.com  
866.898.3636

E.L Designs Designing and making handcrafted 
jewelry since 1960. 

Sterling bracelet with 14K bezel  
and 5mm faceted blue topaz.  
MSRP$ 385 eldesigns.com  
800.828.1122

Phillip Gavriel jewelry is not only rich in its heritage, but 
beautiful and wearable by everyone.

 Sterling popcorn tally cuff with 18k & diamonds MSRP 
$1000 phillipgavriel.com 800.622.0960
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The neglected middle child. Gen X is the smallest generation, 
born between 1965 and 1980 Gen X is largely ignored by 
marketers, but they spend the next highest amount behind 
Boomers. This generation’s importance will continue to grow 
as they’re in their earning prime (and Boomers start to spend 
less in retirement). Gen Xers are top spenders for all categories.

Gen Xers are busy! They’re dealing with children, paying 
mortgages and tuition, and working a LOT. Turns out, they’re 
also on online—more than 80% of this generation reports that 
they are on Facebook & Twitter. They grew up without the 
online shopping experience, so they still enjoy a trip in-store, 
but have fully embraced online shopping as well.

GEN X
Annual Spend: $357 billion
Social media channel of choice: Facebook, LinkedIn
Most responsive to: Word of Mouth, Email Marketing

Key Characteristics:
• Prefers honest and clear product and marketing messages
•  Most likely to conduct online research at home and shop in 

person

• Most influenced by email marketing campaigns
• Prefers unique, high-quality products
• Customer service is the most important driver of loyalty

1. Service Satisfies. 
Jewelers beware, they appreciate when a retailer recognizes 
them and provides follow-up and prompt service 

2.  Email marketing is meaningful- 
It might seem like old news, but it is still the best way to 
communicate with Generation X. This generation is already 
plugged into Outlook constantly for work and updates from 
family, it’s natural that they would react positively to retail 
emails. 

3. Try Direct Mail
You may not expect what seems to be an outdated form of 
marketing to work with this generation. But, according to a 
study from InnoMedia 86% of this generation brings in the 
mail every day and 68% have used coupons they received in 
the mail. 

 Martha Seely Design 
jewelry fulfills the vision of 
“Wearable Elegance”.

Sterling ear climbers with 
lapis & zircon MSRP $400  
marthaseely.com  
617.899.2162

Lika Behar attainable looks, to wear all day every day.

Sterling silver curbside cuff MSRP $790.  
likabehar.com 201.933.7200  

Joryel Vera Unique & Original 
American design.

Sterling ring with channel set 
gemstones available in all your 
favorite colors.  
Peridot MSRP $480 
joryelverawholesale.com  
561.508.2945

 Seek collections for Generation X

Belle Etoile exquisite and luxurious 
jewelry that delights the imagination, 
heart, and soul. 

Sterling pavé-set hand-painted 
multicolor enamel necklace  
MSRP $195 
belleetoilejewelry.com  
415.626.9223 

Sterling Collections that appeal to Gen X include 

CURATE FOR YOUR CUSTOMER 



 

Kelim timeless matte 
sterling silver designs that 
are fresh and classic never 
trendy. 

 Sterling wheat post 
earrings MSRP $195 
kelimjewelry.com 
301.448.7367

Bella Cavo Bella Cavo offers the largest collection of 
flexible sterling silver bracelets and rings in the industry.

Sterling box link cuff bracelet with simulated birth gem 
MSRP $114.95 kellywaters.com 800.647.7017

Michou “Art to Wear “a distinctive collection of silver 
that speaks to women all over the world.

Sterling silver & 22k gold vermeil bracelet with 
peridot, white freshwater pearl, & garnet MSRP $594 
michoujewelry.com 530.525.3320

KIR creates a versatile and 
accessible collection, an expression 
your personal style.

Signature sterling & diamond 
ring MSRP $145 kircollection.com 
303.530.1268

 Market to Millennials

Millennials were born between 1981 and 1999 and came of 
age during the early 2000’s. Millennials are starting to earn 
more now. They’re establishing their careers, paying off 
student loans, getting married and having families. Their 
spending power is growing larger, but budget restraints result 
in less spend per transaction. They are the least frequent 
in-store shopper. This generation is the most responsive to 
online shopping opportunities and recommendations from 
friends and family. 

MILLENNIALS
Annual Spend: $322.5 billion
Social media channel of choice: Instagram, Facebook, 
Pinterest
Most responsive to: Reviews, Blogs

Key Characteristics:

• The largest group in the work force
• Does not like traditional ads
•  Prefers user-generated content, social selling, word of mouth
• Very price conscious and seeks the best value
•  Motivated by brand engagement, especially through  

social media

1. Use Reviews!
Millennials are reshaping the way that goods and services 
are being marketed by staying unresponsive to traditional 
marketing tactics. 68% report that they won’t make a major 
decision until they have discussed it with people they trust. A 
great way to market to this generation indirectly is to make sure 
your online reviews and customer experiences are up to par!

2. Social Media Incentives
To try and harness the power of a millennial on social media, 
add incentives to your marketing plan. According to Yahoo, 
63% of millennials would be more likely to “check-in” to a 
business on social channels if it meant they’d receive a coupon 
or discount; 20% off is enough of an incentive to prompt 50% 
of respondents to visit a retail location. 

3.Try Radio Commercials
Radio advertising may seem like an old-school marketing trick 
but 93% of millennials report listening to the radio for a total 
of around 11 hours per week. In fact, more millennials listen to 
the radio than Gen Xers or Baby Boomers, and podcasts are 
becoming just as popular as Netflix shows. 

Satisfy the Millennials with Silver …. collections that offer lasting style and value: 
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The “Silent Generation” are those born from 1925 to 1945 
– so called because they were raised during a period of war 
and economic depression. This group is small but at 24 million 
people strong, it’s still a group that deserves your attention 
– especially because Silents, rank as one of the wealthiest 
generations. The Silent generation doesn’t always spend 
much. But when Silents spend, it’s selective and with the 
intention of enhancing life. Their pragmatic spending reflects 
their priorities and they splurge on what they want. 

THE SILENT GENERATION
Annual Spend: $162.9 billion
Social media channel of choice: NA
Most responsive to: Direct Mail

Key Characteristics:
• Prefers direct mail, newsletters, postcards, flyers
• Requires simple, straightforward content
• Prefers imagery that relates to their age group
• Values include family, patriotism, community, and respect

1. Think through your imagery
Because this is a generation that places a high value on family, 
consider using images that portray a feeling of community 
or familial connectedness instead of simply opting for clichéd 
images of elderly individuals.
 
2. Direct mail delivers.  
Traditional media channels are still your best bet when 
advertising to silents. You’d be wise to share messages with 
this group primarily via letters, postcards, newspaper ads and 
the like.

3. Be thoughtful about layouts and font size.
A complex design and small text run the risk of frustrating 
Silents and making your marketing pieces difficult to read. 
Prevent this scenario from occurring by using large font 
sizes, concise wording, a simple design and a clear, easy-to-
comprehend layout.

Rembrandt Charms creating 
keepsakes to remember all of  
life’s special moments. Sterling 
silver “life is charming” bracelet 
MSRP $477

rembrandtcharms.com 
800.828.7840

 

PIYARO Award-winning Italian 
designs in sterling silver and 
14K gold set with H color VS 
diamonds. 

Sterling silver ring 14K,  
VS natural diamonds 0.15 
carats MSRP $1499  
piyaro.com 888.427.8886

 Capture the Silent Generation

Silver delivers to the Silent generation with traditional collections that offer luxury and lasting style

Gabriel & CO a jewelry design house 
which was founded in 1989 by brothers 
Jack and Dominick Gabriel and is still 
family owned and operated today.

Silver with rock crystal and  
turquoise ring MSRP $ 275  
gabrielny.com 
212.519.1400

Gloria Maccaroni 

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in 
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are 
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com

CURATE FOR YOUR CUSTOMER 
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Generation Z covers anyone who was born between 1995 to 
the mid-2000s, and this demographic makes up 32% of the 
global population. Digitally savvy, they grew up with smart 
mobile phones and iPads. They don’t remember a time 
before the internet. Gen Zers has fewer people spending as 
a generation—but a they are active buyers and spend more 
money per year, through more transactions, than any other 
generation. With limited responsibilities and many living with 
their parents they mainly spend on retail, restaurants, and 
entertainment. 

GEN Z
Annual Spend: $143 billion
Social media channel of choice: Tok-tok, Snap Chat, YouTube
Most responsive to: Video, influencers

Key Characteristics:
• Distrusting of branding and advertising
• Prefers testimonials/influencer content
• Prefer to see real people in real situations
• Prefer brands that contribute to social and economic causes
• Most likely to pre-shop on smartphones

1. Sell experiences, not products
Members of Gen Z aren’t interested in hard sells. Because 
they’ve grown up with the internet, they’re immune to 
obvious marketing campaigns. They don’t want to hear about 
why your product is so amazing; they want to know how it will 
benefit them.
 
2. Video, video, video
Video content is key. A Google Survey revealed that YouTube 
is the first platform Generation Z turn to when they want to be 
cheered up or entertained. With Gen Z, a captive audience on 
YouTube, it’s the perfect place to hook them. It’s crucial you 
get it right. Instagram is also huge, especially with Instagram 
Stories, and your website needs video content, too.

3. Think Micro Influencer
Micro-influencers are defined as anyone who has a following 
of between 1,000 and 100,000 on social media. They actually 
drive more engagement than their celebrity counterparts 
because Gen Z can relate to them. 

  Get Social with GEN Z 

Silver collections that appeal to the senses of Gen Z 

Samuel B supports Feeding  
America and for every piece of jewelry 
purchased SAMUEL B will donate ten meals. 
To date over 309,000 meals have been 
donated Feeding America.

Sterling & black onyx  
“honesty earrings” MSRP $267  
516-466-1826  
wholesale.samuelb.com

Piazza di Spagna is made in Italy 
with sterling silver, it’s fashionable, 
delicate style appeals to female 
adult buyers looking for affordable 
luxuries.

Sterling silver Italian oversized 
initial necklace MSRP $119  
royalchain.com  
212.382.3340 

SOURCES: Resources for this article include Pew Research Center, Green Buzz Agency, NRF, The Center for Generational Kinetics, Business 2 Community, 
Epsilon-Conversant & Hallam.

Adel Chefridi, we select only 
the finest materials using ethical 
suppliers, stand behind our 
workmanship and treat each 
other and our clients with respect 
and kindness; striving to be in 
harmony with what is around us.

Sterling and sapphire memories 
pendant MSRP $375  
Chefridi.com  
845.684.5185 

CURATE FOR YOUR CUSTOMER 
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When I became a manager many years ago, my boss told me 
two things; motivate your team and let them do their jobs. It 
was great advice that I tried to follow closely, especially the 
motivation part. Throughout the early stages of my career, I 
spoke with various teams about all sorts of things such as the 
thrill of beating our sales goal or how they could make more 
money or earn a promotion. All was good but, over time, I 
began to feel as though I was putting in more effort to motivate 
the team than they were at being motivated. I couldn’t fathom 
why someone wouldn’t want to earn more, get promoted or 
be part of a winning team. I was beginning to become jaded. 
Then, something happened that made everything clear. 

Her name was Carolyn. I was a young Store Manager full of 
ideas and too much energy. She was a veteran salesperson 
settling into the twilight of her career. Carolyn had seen plenty 
of whipper snappers like me come and go. She was doing 
“enough” but I knew she had more to give. So, I decided 
she needed motivation. For weeks I spoke with her about 
her dreams and career aspirations and for weeks she smiled, 
nodded and answered with predictably bland responses. One 
day, I approached her on the salesfloor because, you know, 
she needed some motivation. When I was finished and feeling 
pretty good about myself, Carolyn said, “Vince, I’m 62 years 
old and have been doing this for almost 40 years. I don’t have 
a dream or a career aspiration anymore. All I want to do is pay 
my bills, buy a new car and take my daughter on vacation”. I 
was taken back but, in that moment, I understood the “carrots” 
I was using were more meaningful to me than to her. I asked 
Carolyn to tell me about the vacation she hoped to take. I 
wanted to know everything. Then I asked her to describe the 
car. She knew what I was doing and played along but this was 
a real goal for her, and I wanted to understand it.

In the truest sense, leaders can’t motivate or inspire their 
employees. Yes, we can say things or orchestrate experiences 
that create warm emotions and prompt temporary energy in a 
particular direction. That is Extrinsic Motivation and is typically 
associated with traditional management techniques such as 
the ability to provide clear expectations, teach competent 
behavior and apply appropriate rewards or consequences 
based on the results. It is what I was doing with Carolyn. 
However, that idea we have about motivation, the consistent, 
long-term drive that persists through hardship to reach some 
desired outcome must come from within. That is Intrinsic 
Motivation and it is much more difficult to achieve. So, what 
do we do?

A primary leadership tenet is “know your people and provide 
development”. At its most basic level, this implies that we 
should identify the learning and communication preferences 
of our team as well as their strengths or weaknesses and then 
tailor our interactions accordingly. In other words, traditional 
extrinsic motivation.  To move toward Intrinsic Motivation, lead 
a “RAMQ discussion” with the associate. 

RAMQ is an acronym for Recognition, Advancement, Money 
and Quality of Life and represents four of the primary reasons 
people work. Yes, there are others, but focusing on these 
four will provide the leader with valuable insight to create an 
environment where Intrinsic Motivation can blossom. I learned 
this years ago from Tim Glasgow, one of our Senior. Consultants, 
who taught me how to use these topics as a foundation for 
a wide-ranging conversation about the employee’s current 
motivations and future desires. Tim said to present the list 
to the associate and ask them to rank each according to its 
importance.. Once prioritized, he told me ask the associate to 

CAN YOU      

REALLY MOTIVATE 
YOUR EMPLOYEES?

By Vince Rath
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explain what each word meant so I had a better understanding 
of them. For some, Recognition is really about appreciation 
more than it is about notoriety. Money is often a “placeholder” 
for things like security or provision and Advancement doesn’t 
necessarily mean that the individual wants to be a manager. 
Sometimes, employees consider advancement to be acquiring 
industry credentials or involvement special task forces or 
committees. The key here is to hold a conversation that is 
centered around them and their desires and then connect 
what they want with what the company expects.

It worked out with Carolyn. Coincidentally, we were both off the 
day after our conversation. I had a crazy idea and asked a car 
dealer friend if I could take an extended test drive. I also stopped 
by a travel agency for brochures to sandy and sunny locales. I 
showed up on Carolyn’s doorstep to take her for a ride in a car 
like she might use to take her daughter to the beach. She was 
flabbergasted, blown away, amazed that someone would go 
out of their way like that.  When we returned to work, we had 
a real conversation; one that centered on what was important 
to her. We set goals around what she needed to accomplish 
to get the car and the vacation by the end of the year. She 
was a willing participant in the performance management 
process and we regularly updated progress toward the car and 
the vacation. To say it worked is an understatement. Carolyn 
quickly became one of the top salespeople in the store and 
qualified to attend the company awards banquet in Florida. 
Out of 2500 sales associates, Carolyn had become one of 
the top in the country and maintained that status until her 
retirement four years later. And yes, she got the car and took 
her daughter to Florida.

At ORS we help jewelers create plans that improve results and 
provide support to put them into action.  For a free 30-minute 
consultation, please contact us at 801-907-1650, or at vince@
optimumretailsolutions.com, guy@optimumretailsolutions.com

Vince Rath 

Vince Rath is the owner of Optimum Retail 
Solutions, a coaching and operations improvement 
company dedicated to independent jewelry 
retailers. If you’d like to know more about ORS 
or how they might help your company improve 
its results, feel free to contact him at vince@
optimumretailsolutions.com or at 801-907-1650.
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As many of you know I’m a big fan of the 80/20 principle 
and applying it within your business. As a quick refresher the 
80/20 principle, often known as the Pareto Principle after the 
Italian economist who discovered it, demonstrates that a small 
proportion of your inputs lead to a large proportion of your 
outputs. 20% of your wardrobe is worn 80% of the time, 20% 
of criminals commit 80% of the crimes, and there are countless 
other examples in both your personal and professional life. No 
better example exists than with your inventory – at the end of 
the day 80% of your sales will come from 20% of your product 
– or some variation of those numbers. 

Unfortunately, that means that most of your product lines 
(around 4 pieces out of every 5) are not pulling their weight 
when it comes to earning a good return on the investment you 
have made in them. 

Purchasing inventory normally comes with an opportunity cost 
involved – if you choose to purchase this item for your range it 
means something else has to give (for those who don’t apply 
this rule the “something” that gives will inevitably be the bank 
balance!). By definition it pays to reinvest your money into 
product that is more likely to sell – not certain to sell I might 
add; none of us has a crystal ball with which to be certain of 
the future, but when it comes to choosing where to invest in 
inventory hindsight is something of a great thing. To quote 
Warren Buffett “in the business world the rearview mirror is 
always clearer than the windshield.”

If a particular item has sold once in a noticeably 
short period of time, there’s a chance that 
someone else might like it too and you should 
get it back instore. If it’s sold twice, the odds 

get better – and if it’s sold five times it might be time to start 
thinking about carrying some spares.

Despite this, I find a marked reluctance for many 
store owners to reinvest in what has already 
been proven – partially because they don’t 
want customers to see their special item as a 

commodity that they will find everywhere else, and partly due 
to their own tendency to look for the new and exciting rather 
than the proven and reliable. The reluctance for customers 
to find the item somewhere else is understandable – after all 
you don’t want your “special piece” popping up on everyone 
else’s finger or earlobes, but I’m reminded of the store owner 
in a small town who had managed to sell the same $1500 ring 
45 times in his town – and still never heard of anyone saying 
they’d come across it somewhere else. Only once in over 12 
years did a customer ever ask if he’d promise to stop carrying 
an item if they bought it. His reply? “If you’re happy to pay 
me the profit I will lose on the other sales that won’t happen, 
I’m more than willing to do it”. Unsurprisingly the customer 
declined to insist on exclusivity and bought the item anyway.

The best way to demand a better return from 
your inventory is to replenish that which has been 
proven to you. As for the rest - don’t carry more 
product than you need to make the sale. Excess 

inventory is one of the easiest ways of drawing cash out of your 
business provided you resist the temptation to put it straight 
back in again. 

REORDERS AND YOUR INVENTORY LEVELS

By David Brown

David Brown

David is the President of The Edge Retail 
Academy (sister company of The Edge), who 
provide expert consulting services to help with 
all facets of your business including inventory 
management, staffing, sales techniques, financial 
growth and retirement planning...All custom-
tailored to your store’s needs. By utilizing the 
power of The Edge, we analyze major Key 
Performance Indicators that point to your store’s 

current challenges and future opportunities. Edge Pulse is the ideal add-
on to the Edge, to better understand critical sales and inventory data to 
improve business profitability. It benchmarks your store against 1100+ other 
Edge Users and ensures you stay on top of market trends. Ph 877-569-8657, 
ext. 1, Inquiries@EdgeRetailAcademy.com or www.edgeretailacademy.com

80% of your sales will come  
from 20% of your product
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Five Guys Burgers and Fries is a hamburger chain found 
throughout the country. While waiting for my Five Guys 
hamburger to be hand crafted, I noticed the sign that proudly 
proclaimed where the potatoes for that day were from. Today’s 
Potatoes were from Rexburg, ID. Even the name of the farm 
was reported!
 

So what? Why would Five Guys take the trouble to tell us where 
their potatoes are from? In a word, marketing. Marketing, after 
all, is all about story telling. Five Guys is telling a story which 
should lead us to immediately think that their French fries 
are cut from those Rexburg, ID spuds as needed, signifying 
freshness that isn’t possible from other burger chains that use 
(yuck) frozen french fries. Still, it begs the question… So, what’s 
that got to do with us? 

Don’t we have the same opportunity? Telling a compelling 
story is what establishes a personal connection between your 
customer and what you’re selling: not to mention making for 
richer conversations and added value. How many of you are 
telling vastly more interesting stories about your gemstones, 
inside your showcases, to create the same visceral experience 
that Five Guys intends to initiate with their simple sign – 
Today’s Potatoes…

I recognize that most of the time you cannot know for sure 
where most of the gemstones you own were mined. Although 
anyone who buys loose gemstones knows the differences 
between Thai, Australian and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) sapphires 
as an example. Or that some tourmalines are from Maine, 
others are Brazilian, and others are from Africa. However, you 

can certainly tell the stories of how gemstones are sourced 
throughout the world and, depending on where the gems are 
from, they will likely appear different and have vastly different 
values in some cases. 

Gemstones should provide far more interesting stories than 
the spuds at Five Guys. Gemstones are not only more valuable, 
but some would argue even tastier than French fries! But are 
we doing them justice without telling their origin stories? 
The thing is, you don’t need to know where any individual 
gemstone is from, but that they occur throughout the natural 
world. Personally, I think it would add value to them were your 
customers aware of the far reaches of the earth where they are 
discovered and the journey they go on before they come to you. 

Sapphires occur in every color. Quartz occurs in every color. 
Garnet is actually a group of a half dozen different species that 
occur in every color – this is really good stuff! Garnets are found 
all over the world, including America, Asia, Africa, Brazil and 
Russia – don’t you think your customers would love to know 
that? There is so much material written about gemstones, their 
sources, varieties and colors, along with thousands of images 
you can get your hands on that it would be the easiest series 
of stories to tell, right in your showcases, among the gems, for 
free! Ask one of your employees to do the research and find the 
images and short stories to share with your customers, I think 
they might enjoy it. Between AGS & GIA there are libraries of 
material you can get your hands on… today.

The Farm to Table story is being told every day in restaurants 
throughout the country. How about our own version of Farm to 
Table? How about our own version of Today’s Potatoes? 

TODAY’S POTATOES

Abe Sherman

CEO, BIG - Buyers Intelligence Group

  

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 
 
 

By Abe Sherman 

© FIVE GUYS



Jewelers Mutual and JSA Warn Strip Mall Jewelers 
of Heightened Risk

Growth in crimes to jewelers in strip mall locations increases 
need to strengthen security measures 

Criminal activity against jewelers in strip mall locations is at 
unprecedented levels, causing growing concern throughout 
the industry. Jewelers Mutual Group and the Jewelers’ Security 
Alliance (JSA) have joined to share the types of burglary activity 
they’re seeing, why strip mall jewelers are at a heightened 
risk, and the security measures jewelers need to take now to 
protect themselves and become a less likely target.

Watch the special video interview with Larry Spicer, Jewelers 
Mutual vice president of loss prevention and risk management, 
and John Kennedy, JSA president, for their take on what’s 
happening and expert advice to prevent future burglaries.

“As this trend continues, rapid alarm response, motion detection, 
proper safe placement and common wall enhancements are 

critical to safety,” Kennedy said. “Make sure your alarms work 
properly, and if you receive an alert signal, even a so-called 
communication error, treat it as an actual burglary event every 
time.”

Jewelers Mutual recently launched the Alarm Response 
Program supported by Securitas as part of its JM™ Risk 
Services division dedicated to loss prevention education 
and risk management solutions for its policyholders and the 
jewelry industry. It’s just one of several investments the group 
has made to support jewelers’ ongoing safety and security.

“From sensor systems, to alarm response, virtual inspections 
and education, we are fully invested in keeping jewelers safe,” 
Spicer said. He is planning an aggressive roadmap including 
the introduction of more loss prevention education and risk 
management services over the next year.

What Kennedy and Spicer are seeing indicates it’s time for 
jewelers in strip mall locations to make some changes to 
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protect themselves and their businesses. Both urge strip mall 
jewelers to heed the following security practices:

•  Update your call list so alarm system notifications can be 
responded to promptly.

•  Consider a redundant alarm system to complement your 
current alarm system.

•  Arrange to meet the police at your protected property when 
responding to any alarm notification. Do not arrive alone!

•  Seek approval from your landlord to install temporary 
cameras and motion detectors in any vacant adjoining 
spaces, secluded rear entrance and the ceiling.

•  Double-check that your roof and common walls with other 
adjacent properties are adequately protected. If possible, 
move your safe from the common or shared wall. If moving 
the safe from the common wall isn’t an option, reinforce the 
wall with steel plating.

•  Invest in full motion and vibration alarm protection on safes 
as well as welded shelves to minimize the chance of losing 
everything in the safe.

•  Check your safes for adequate physical protection. Burglary-
resistant UL-rated TL-15 and TL-30 safes have recently 
been targeted in these attacks and have been successfully 
compromised. Consider upgrading to a TRTL-30X6 safe.

For more resources and services available to support jewelers’ 
safety and security, visit JewelersMutual.com/stripmalls or contact 
the Loss Prevention team at lossprevention@jminsure.com. 

ABOUT JEWELERS MUTUAL GROUP

Jewelers Mutual Group was founded in 1913 by a group of 
Wisconsin jewelers to meet their unique insurance needs. 
Today, the Group offers products and services nationwide and 
throughout Canada that enable jewelry businesses to run safe, 

secure, and successful operations. Consumers also put their 
trust in Jewelers Mutual to protect their personal jewelry and 
the special moments it represents. 

The Group insurers’ strong financial position is reflected in 
their 34 consecutive ratings of “A+ Superior” from A.M. 
Best Company. Insurance coverage is offered by either 
Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company, SI (a stock insurer) or JM 
Specialty Insurance Company. Policyholders of both insurers 
are members of Jewelers Mutual Holding Company. To learn 
more, visit JewelersMutual.com.

ABOUT THE JEWELERS’ SECURITY ALLIANCE 

The Jewelers’ Security Alliance (JSA) is a non-profit trade 
association providing crime prevention information and 
services to the jewelry industry. JSA, founded in 1883, has 
over 20,000 member locations and works closely with the FBI 
and law enforcement agencies. For more information, visit 
jewelerssecurity.org. 

Jewelers for Children Announces JFC Day for 2021

The fourth annual JFC Day will be held on Saturday September 
25, 2021. JFC Day is a day for all supporters of JFC and for 
potential new ones to celebrate the success of the industry’s 
support for children in need and raise visibility and funds for 
the charity. 

During the inaugural JFC Day in 2018, retailers across the 
country ran promotions in their stores to celebrate the 
industry’s success of helping thousands of children through the 
JFC charity partners. The program has grown each year with 
support from companies like Day’s Jewelers, Reeds Jewelers 
and Wells Fargo. 

The JFC Day celebration also gets support from the JFC 
charities, including the National CASA/GAL Association whose 
staff and volunteers from their local program across the country 
visit jewelers to say thanks. “Coming out of the pandemic, we 
are all ready to get back to normal. Said Debra Puzio, JFC 
Board Chair. JFC Day presents a unique opportunity for all of 
us to come together and recognize that issues like childhood 
illness and abuse and neglect are still occurring and children 
are one of our major priorities.”

Anyone can participate in JFC Day. Suppliers, retailers and 
consumers can help us recognize the accomplishment of raising 
more than $ 57 million to support kids. Suppliers can reach out 
to all of their retail customers, asking them to participate in the 
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initiative. Retailers will be asked to reach out to their customer 
base to educate them about JFC and invite them to participate 
in whatever activity the retailer has planned for September 25. 
Everyone will be asked to use their social media presence to 
promote the day, particularly on that Saturday to encourage 
nationwide, blanket of exposure for the charity.

JFC has available materials to make it easier for anyone to 
participate. A planning guide, including ideas on how to 
participate, as well as social media materials, sample emails, 
press releases and videos are available on the JFC website at 
www.jewelersforchildren.org. 

Jewelers for Children was founded in 1999 by the U.S. jewelry 
industry with the mission of helping children in need. Since 
its inception, JFC has donated more than $57 million to 
programs benefiting children whose lives have been affected 
by illness, abuse or neglect through our charity partners St. 
Jude Children’s Research Hospital®, Make-A-Wish® America, 
the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation and the 
National CASA Association. JFC also provides support to 
Make-A-Wish® International, the Santa-America Fund, and the 
Organization for Autism Research.

SavorSilver.com a Key Resource For All Things 
Silver

New Content and Enhanced Navigation for Optimal Retailer 
Benefit

Silver Promotion Service (SPS) announced the launch of its 
newly revamped website savorsilver.com, designed as a go-to 
source for silver jewelry. New educational and merchandising 
content is easily accessible. Redesigned navigation menus 
offer targeted, efficient information and product discovery, 
highlighting silver as an important category for fine jewelry. The 
home page will continue to promote featured silver designers, 
while the new menu tabs streamline searching for all visitors, 
especially retail buyers and sales associates. 
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SPS Director Michael Barlerin commented, “The Silver 
Promotion Service is honored to serve the jewelry industry 
as the source for great silver jewelry collections, timely retail 
research data and merchandising information. The updates to 
savorsilver.com directly benefit retailers with easy and efficient 
access to the information they need and the on-trend silver 
styles they are seeking.”

The updates to the site enhance the silver discovery experience 
for any retailer visiting savorsilver.com. Market research, 
newsletters, and curated fine silver jewelry from Savor Silver 
participants from around the world are all available at the click 
of a button. Specific savorsilver.com updates include:

•  All-new “Silver News” tab, featuring Trends, Silver in the 
News, Silver Spotlight, and the Savor Silver Newsletter. 

•  New “Silver Trends” tab, featuring the Savor Silver Member 
brands by category. 

•  New “Events and Programs” tab, featuring the virtual trade 
show flip books and the new section “News & Newsworthy” 
with up-to-date editorials that have appeared in recent 
jewelry trade publications.

•  New “About SPS” tab, featuring information about SPS, the 
Savor Silver Program, the SilverMark, SPS press releases, and 
the Silver Institute.

With regularly updated content, savorsilver.com is the singular 
destination for all silver jewelry needs. From articles on mer-
chandising to flip books featuring hundreds of the latest styles 
in silver , the site is a critical resource for jewelry retailers. Buy-
ers looking for new silver jewelry brands or sales associates 
and store managers seeking information to help silver sales 
soar can visit savorsilver.com.

GCAL Accredited to Support Origin Traceability

GCAL First Gem Lab Worldwide Accredited to Support the 
Origin Traceability Requirements of the SCS-007 Sustainability 
Rated Diamond Program

SCS Global Services (SCS), a pioneer and leader in the field 
of sustainability standards and third-party certification, issued 
its first “Certificate of Accreditation for Gem Identification 
Verification Provider to GCAL (Gem Certification & Assurance 

Lab). This technical accreditation was issued in part based 
on GCAL is the only gem lab in the world to be ISO 17025 
Forensic Accredited, as well as the knowledge of its technical 
experts. 

In its Gem Identification Laboratory Accreditation Report, SCS 
confirmed that “GCAL’s New York City Laboratory meets the 
accreditation criteria as a Gem Identification Facility required 
for Origin Traceability Assurance under the SCS-007 Jewelry 
Sustainability Standard – Sustainability Rated Diamonds for 
qualifying accredited sources of certified diamonds. 

This Sustainability Rated Diamonds Standard is the first 
comprehensive, multi-stakeholder sustainability standard 
developed for the diamond sector. It establishes the world’s 
most stringent benchmark of sustainability accountability, 
transparency and provenance assurance for the diamond 
industry, with comprehensive environmental, social and 
governance provisions along with climate neutral and other net-
zero milestones. The standard’s Chain of Custody provisions are 
backed by third-party certification that combines A.I. enhanced 
laser ablation testing, with gem identification verification, 
auditing and sampling to achieve 99% accuracy. 

All SCS-007 certified diamonds graded, scanned (Gemprint®) 
and laser inscribed by GCAL which have accompanying 
information on laser inscription, diamond dimensions, and 
carat weights, can carry the approved Sustainably Rated claim. 
The significance of this achievement can be seen in consumers’ 
increasing demand that the diamonds they purchase meet the 
highest standards of ethical and environmental responsibility. 
 Angelo Palmieri, COO of GCAL, was one of the original 
and leading members of the multi-stakeholder standards 
development committee, facilitated by SCS Standards, the 
not-for-profit standards development arm of SCS. “SCS, and 
the committee members, have all been working incredibly 
hard, under intense pressure on this process for the past 18 
months. I’m proud to be part of this SCS effort, and particularly 
proud to say that GCAL is the first gem lab in the world to earn 
the SCS Certificate of Accreditation,” explained Angelo. 

“It’s a win for both retail jewelers and the ultimate consumer,” 
continued Palmieri. “GCAL guaranteed diamond certificates 
can now include an SCS ‘mark’, demonstrating that a diamond 
has been sustainability rated and certified Climate Neutral by 
SCS Global Services. We’re especially proud to be certifying 
with WD Lab Grown Diamonds in this effort, as they are the 
first producer worldwide to achieve certification.”
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GCAL currently grades and certifies premium diamonds 
produced by WD Lab Grown Diamonds, including those from 
their new consumer brand Latitude. In a recent press release, 
WD announced that Latitude is the first Sustainability Rated, 
Certified Climate Neutral diamond brand in the world. “We 
are proud to be the first in our industry to achieve third-party 
sustainability certification – a year-long process involving a 
comprehensive lifecycle assessment and extensive audits. We 
look forward to continuing to partner with GCAL to ensure full 
and transparent diamond traceability and Chain of Custody 
for our customers,” said Sue Rechner, CEO of WD Lab Grown 
Diamonds.

For more information about GCAL, or GCAL’s Certificate of 
Accreditation, please contact Steve Feldman at 212-869-8985, 
or stevef@gcalusa.com 

How To Fire Toxic High Performing Employees 
Without Being Sued 

 Can you fire an employee who does not behave in a manner 
consistent with your company’s stated core values if they are 
also a high-performing employee?

In this presentation, employment attorney, Joel J. Greenwald, 
Esq., explains why having a solid company culture, which is 
embodied in your policies and practices, could be the best 
risk mitigation tool you can have – and allow you to eliminate 
those who don’t “fit” your business. Joel will concentrate on 
the specific steps necessary to fire a toxic, yet high-performing 
employee, by making your culture an active part of your human 
resources process. 
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The discussion will focus much attention on:
•  Why companies get into problems when they fire people 

who are simply poor “fits”
•  Why employees are never really “employees at will”

The best way to legally handle these risky terminations.

Both conceptual and practical, this seminar provides real-world 
value and practical action steps to attendees. Attendees will 

leave with a specific step-by-step plan for terminating those 
employees that most drain company morale.

Follow us @jvclegal and for questions contact us at info@
jvclegal.org 

Tune in to our upcoming webinar brought to you by 
JVC’s Law Firm Finder partner, Greenwald Doherty!
WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 2021 AT 2:00 PM EDT
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